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BIG, OLD, WASHED IN WHITE
Mary Ryan Karnes
The first time I came to your childhood home I washed my hands in Sea Salt Neroli.
Your mother came clicking down the hall rubbing her wrists together, dispersing
amber perfume. She threw those shortbread arms around me like I was her own.
Then she grabbed the rifle from the bannister and taught me how to shoot liquor
bottles off the hood of her SUV. We got tattoos: Trust No Bitch on our ribcages
where the skin is paper. And we toasted to everything that night, when she taught
me to always leave a sip in the glass.
You cut my hair above my ears and gave me a big white undershirt to wear around
the house. In the morning you brought me coffee and asked Can you ignore a gift?
You: Mr. Coca Cola to cure all hangovers. You: pickled okra in your ma’s Bloody
Mary. Half-dead crow in a dog’s mouth as the thing trots up from the river.
Later I might go to space or lose a kidney or become somebody’s mother. But
those were the first days, when I spread like a starfish in the guest room and broke
a piece of ancient china and nobody was mad, as I was a guest. But what happened,
really? It’s been a long time. How many glasses of _____ and hours have passed
since I’ve seen a man like you curled at the foot of my bed?
On those first nights your mother sat us down. She had a secret. “Did you know we
have a cellar?” she asked, “No one goes in it anymore, but they used to have key
parties down there.” She waited, her pupils huge, for us to ask what a key party
was. Eventually I did: “A what?”
“You wouldn’t believe it,” she said. She pasted Delta Caviar on a butter cracker.
“Everyone shows up and the husbands put their car keys in a gold bowl. The wives
close their eyes and stick their hands in, and they grab a pair of keys.”
“I see,” I said.
“And the wives have to ride home with the men the keys belong to!” She erupted
into laughter then crossed her legs like all the sudden it wasn’t funny at all.
But I drove away. I locked myself out of all of you. The heat followed me. The land
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol25/iss1/1
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was flat and the roads were narrow and the catfish farms smelled foul. Where we
were and when we were, you drank too much and I cried. I was young. You made
my hips widen. You gave me lines: laugh, smile, grimace. I gave you grays as thick
as cigarettes and pitiful sticky notes on the bathroom mirror: sun and moon and
stars, they said. Or “fail not in kindness today.” I was saying everything more to
myself, but you were there.
About your body: it’s a noble one. God bless your grove of wiry shoulder hairs.
God bless the blackheads on the sides of your nose and the smoky rose tattoo on
your chest. Your heart beat four times faster than mine, and even if we loved each
other again I’d still hate the rapping of your foot at the dinner table. I’d like to
bless your mother, too, even if she’s too busy to call me back. Bless that temper.
Once we sat in bed eating Texas sheet cake and knocking back a whole bottle of
port, and it was the tenderest damn thing.
I took some bottles to a creek today and set them up right on the side, cocked a
squirrel gun and squinted my eyes. The first few times I missed, but the last bottle
broke open. Inside, a note from you. Trust no bitch, it said. I ate it because I was so
far away no one could see me do it. When I’m lonely I do all sorts of wrong.
Whose back are you scratching now? Who are you telling you could eat her alive?
Who’s getting squeezed till near-pop in the breakfast nook of the house on
Geranium Lane? I have a message for her: chain yourself to the floor. When you
think you want to go, you don’t. Love harder. Be better. Decide at this moment to
bind yourself to that place. A good home, a good man, a mother-in-law who holds
your hair after she’s given you too much milk punch. Bloom and grow, sister. Soil is
good there but winter is merciless.

MARY RYAN KARNES is a member of the Center for Writers at the University of
Southern Mississippi. A Hattiesburg native and Delta fangirl, she writes mostly
flash fiction.
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WASTE NOT
Jessica B. Weisenfels
Sue slit the suckling’s throat and thought about how she loved her little brother.
She did. Maybe he’d come down out of the hills, signed over his part of mama’s
farm, and married some uppity bitch from town, but she didn’t hold that against
him. He was always reading books and wearing those fancy glasses Mama’d sold
canned beans and jars of strawberry jam to pay for. An odd duck, that one. Out of
place up here in the mountains. A man outside his rightful place, even when he was
just a boy.
Square peg set against broad, round hills. She loved him, but she almost wished
he’d died just so he’d stop haunting her thoughts and trying to give her money in
the flesh and blood. Sue never saw him anyway and if he died, even Darren would
have to understand why she couldn’t be home to make him dinner that night. Why
she had to see her last remaining family despite his firm commandment not to.
She watched as the suckling bled its last and pulled it down from the hook in the
barn. When she was done dressing him, she picked him up by his ankles and lifted
the bucket of blood and guts with the other. Sue wasn’t as strong as she used to
be, but she was strong enough. She threw the blood and offal over the slop in the
trough on her way back up to the house. The nine sows who hadn’t been put up in
the sow stalls descended like a flock of buzzards and ate noisily. “Waste not, want
not, ladies,” Sue said, and took the suckling pig on home. The dogs heeled at her
whistle, her raggedy old cat trotted along behind them. Sue was glad for the
company.
Darren hadn’t been home for nigh on two weeks. He wasn’t missing. If Sue were
still young she would walk the four miles across pastures to the big old shed
behind Mack Griffith’s house and find any number of derelict husbands playing
dominoes. Maybe still passed out at this hour. She’d find jars of moonshine and the
stink of cigarettes. But Sue was nearly fifty six now, and she knew better. As a
younger woman she’d had those good old boys help get Darren in the car. She’d
driven him home and put him to bed. Some of the time it was because her bones
ached for the nearness of him. Old spice and laughter all tied up with love and that
damn man. Most of the time it was just because she needed to take the car down
to the gas station at the intersection of Hoke Road and Highway 59 to buy milk
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol25/iss1/1
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and bread, even way back then. The farm provided almost everything else she
needed, but the old cow she had back then barely produced enough cream for
coffee. These days she knew she could always borrow her neighbor’s car and
repay the favor with a dressed down suckling.
That arrangement had come when she was thirty nine and Trisha Yarrow had
shown up to borrow the weed eater at exactly the wrong time. Darren had been
barreling down the driveway in their 1985 Honda. Trisha had found Sue passed
out on the porch, blood from her head mixing with the contents of the gallon of
milk she’d dropped when Darren knocked her down.
When Sue came to, Trisha was cleaning her head wound with a tea towel doused
in grain alcohol. It stung like a motherfucker.
“Why you let that sorry son of a bitch do this shit to you?”
Sue pulled herself up and gasped at the tightness in her chest. She cursed Darren
for still wearing steel toed boots all those years after a back injury had taken him
out of the factory for good. They were reminders of a time before, a time she could
hardly bear to think about. When Darren was young and strong and healthy and
still loved her, before the pain in his back became a seething meanness. Before it
became a boot that kicked her when she was down.
She spit blood onto the milk and said, “I think he mighta broke a rib again.”
“You want me to haul you on down to the hospital?” Trisha was just ten years older
than Sue, but she had a motherly tone in her voice that made Sue want to obey.
She couldn’t have stood at that moment anyway, and there were consequences.
“You know I cain’t do no shit like ‘at. Last time they called the goddamn law. I
about never got loose from the questions.”
“I swear, girl, you needs to leave his ass and move in with me. I got nobody around
full time since my girls growed up and they daddy passed on. I ain’t seen them
grandkids since Christmas last, ‘cept Ryan, Aggie’s boy. He’s in the car right now. I
told him to stay,” Trisha nodded toward her car.
Sue couldn’t turn her head enough to see the car, but she looked out into the yard
and admired how well the tomato plants were doing.
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“You a hard worker, Sue, and I got all kindsa critters for you to do right by. You
come on with me and I’ll getcha on your feet. Maybe you could win the farm in a
divorce. We could take up a collection from the neighbors and hire you a right nice
lawyer.”
Sue made a face at the idea of that kind of charity, but only said, “You know I cain’t
leave them hogs. And what the cow gonna do? You know I done sold off the calf
last month. She get her titty all tight and die of infection.”
Trisha stood up from her squatted position and looked at the milk on her shoes
and knees like she was seeing it for the first time. “Well, girl, you prolley got a
concussion and them ribs need some mending. Let’s get you in and bind and ice
what you got needs bound and iced.”
Sue felt like the trip to the kitchen chair was at least five miles long, even if it was
just across the porch and through the living room. Trisha was making an ice pack
when they heard the storm door ring out like a gunshot. Trisha picked up the
shotgun leaning near the back door without looking behind her. When she turned,
Sue saw intent in her face. If it were Darren, there was no doubt that Trisha would
shoot him. Probably she’d shoot to kill, too. Before Sue could tell her no, when she
was still thinking about whether or not she wanted to stop her friend, Trisha was
on her way to the living room with the gun cocked. Sue held her breath.
“Goddammit, son. I told you to stay in the car.”
“Sorry, Granny. I needed to pee.”
“Son, this is the country. You piss out in the bushes next time.”
“Yes ma’am.”
“The bathroom’s on your left. Second door.”
Sue was surprised the boy knew which was his left. He couldn’t be more than
three or four years old.
Trisha disappeared into Sue’s bedroom to find the big ace bandage that Sue had
gotten from her last visit to the hospital. The boy stood in front of Sue and stared
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol25/iss1/1
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at her with big green eyes. He was still as towheaded as he’d been at birth.
“What happened to you, Miss Sue? You got hurt.”
Sue nodded, felt her head throb.
“Boy, you leave Miss Sue alone. She ain’t got time for your questions,” Trisha
commanded as she knelt to bandage Sue’s ribs, careful not to pull her shirt up too
high in front of the boy.
Ryan stood in silence and watched the process. When Trisha finished, she
considered the boy for a moment.
“Ryan, you a big boy now, right? You remember how you had to clean up the milk
you spilled last night?”
The boy nodded proudly.
“I need you to go into Miss Sue’s bathroom and find every towel in her hamper.
Don’t you leave that hamper no mess, now. You put everything back in once you
get the towels out. Then you take them towels out to the porch and clean up the
milk, okay? I got to mend Miss Sue a bit more and help her change her clothes.”
“They’s blood in that milk. You want me to clean the blood too?”
“Now listen, son, blood ain’t nothing but red water. You ain’t afraid of water, is
you?”
“No ma’am.”
“Alright, you get the porch all cleaned up and I’ll give you some ice cream when we
get home. Pile them towels up so we can take ‘em with us and wash ‘em.”
The boy nodded and ran to his task.
“That boy sure talk good,” Sue slurred. She could feel her jaw now that the ribs
weren’t killing her.
“You don’t tell nobody I said nothing about this, but that baby’s a genius. Ain’t
nothing he cain’t understand. Sometime I wonder who his mama tangled with on
Published by eGrove,
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Sue nodded. Trisha produced a button down dress that Sue hadn’t seen her bring
in from the bedroom.
“Now, girl, I gotta get you outta that outfit and into something what ain’t got your
blood and some cow’s milk all over it. Imma hafta cut that shirt off you if you cain’t
raise your arms up. I don’t reckon you’d want to try that right this minute. You
want me to cut it with them kitchen shears? ”
Sue nodded again.
“When you reckon that sorry man gonna come back?” Trisha asked.
“Government check don’t come for three weeks. He be back for that. Prolley not
till then.”
“You coming with us. You rest up in my spare room and I’ll get Cliff Stuart and his
boys to stop by and take care o’ your critters. That’s final. You ain’t gonna open up
that mouth and argue with me or I’ll roll you up in the rug and drag your ass to that
car my damn self.”
Sue spent two and a half weeks with Trisha and Ryan. On her last morning there
she woke at dawn to find Ryan standing at her bedside.
“Miss Sue, I want you to know that if I was big enough I’d find that asshole and
beat him bloody.”
Sue nodded, ruffled his hair, and rose to dress for home.
In the seventeen years since that morning, Ryan had grown into a well built young
man with scars on his face and knuckles from beating men bloody. Sometimes she
fantasized about calling him about Darren. He was still a sweet boy. Sue wondered
if he was still a genius. Probably not, she decided, rumor had it he was fond of
fighting and he’d probably had all that genius knocked right out of his head. Sue
put the suckling pig in her biggest roasting pan. It was the second of the month and
Darren would show up later to wait for the morning’s mail and the disability check
it would hold. They’d eat the roasted suckling and some mashed potatoes. Maybe
she’d open a jar of green beans she’d canned too.

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol25/iss1/1
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It was ten o’ clock before Darren turned up. She’d thought that might be the case
and kept his dinner warm in the oven. She heard the car door slam and retrieved
Darren’s dinner. She was holding a ceramic baking dish with pork and potatoes
when he came in. Sue caught the retreat of headlights through the living room
window as Darren approached.
“Car break down again?” She asked.
Darren slapped the ceramic dish out of her hand and clapped her on the ear. She
regretted not waiting for him to get close enough so she could smell the liquor on
his breath before she spoke. It had gotten to the point that he was mean even
without the drink, but he was only violent when that sick liquor feeling knotted up
his stomach.
“We ain’t got no car, you dumb bitch. What we got’s a neighbor named Mack
Griffith who own himself a broke down 1985 Honda. Don’t need no fucking car.
You know I cain’t work no how. And you too busy with them goddamn hogs to go
off the property. Clean up this mess.”
Sue cleaned up the mess. The dogs and cat were glad to help make the food
disappear. Sue was grateful for them, but sorry about the baking dish. She thought
back to a time when Darren had made her happy. Her in a summer dress, waiting
for him on her mama’s porch. Darren arriving with handpicked wildflowers
sloppily tied together with a piece of raw twine. His broad, crooked smile, back
before the falling iron at the plant had stolen his power and all smiles. After the
mess was gone, she brought a beer to the chair where Darren sat watching TV. He
fell asleep right there and she went to bed quietly, hoping he’d stay in the recliner.
She used to cry when she crawled into the cold sheets alone, but she couldn’t
remember the last time she’d been disappointed.
When she walked back home after her chores the following afternoon, Darren
was gone with the entirety of the month’s check. He did that sometimes. Other
times they’d drive into town, cash the check, grab a burger, pay their few, small
bills, and pick up a month’s worth of flour and oil and liquor. Darren would kiss her
cheek when he dropped her off with her supplies and she’d say, “Have a good
time” before he drove to the bar in Sebastian County or back out to Mack
Griffith’s barn. It was almost like old times on days like that.
It was inconvenient when he took the whole check, but she could make it work.
They owned the farmhouse and a few surrounding acres free and clear because
Published by eGrove,
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she had inherited the place. They’d added the barn, the pig pens, and five acres
when Darren’s mama died. The house that sat on the parcel was near to falling
down by the time Darren’s people were dead, couldn’t even be seen from the road
anymore on account of the trees and brush. Most of the property was grown wild
now, Sue couldn’t afford to run a bunch of cattle. But it was hers, it had been her
mama’s, and Darren’s mama’s, and maybe she’d have a good month and add a herd
of goats soon. They were on well water, so the only bills Sue needed to pay were
cheap, and she was careful to keep them up to date just in case Darren forgot to
leave her the money to pay them.
She had three sows with litters on the teet, four good sized shoats in the big pen,
and two sows about ready to farrow. She’d hate to sell the sows, but Cliff Stuart
had been pretty interested in sows carrying litters lately. One pregnant sow would
pay the light bill and the phone too. A shoat would cover the few groceries she
needed. She didn’t have to worry about the liability insurance on the car anymore.
“There’s the sunny side,” she said to the dogs. There was no good in talking to the
cat. Cat never listened for shit. That wasn’t her job. Her job was pest control, and if
she didn’t work, she didn’t eat.
Sue went to the kitchen phone and called Cliff. The old man liked to haggle, but he
was unusually easy on her. He offered her twice what the sow was worth and said
he’d take all four shoats for the same price if she’d be willing to part with them.
Sue was suspicious, but she took the deal. It was five times what she’d expected to
make off him and she couldn’t pass that up.
They were about to hang up when Cliff cleared his throat.
“Listen, Sue. I was there the night Darren lost the car at poker. If you need a ride
into town you just call us up. Brenda’d be glad to haul you around a bit.”
“Cliff Stuart, if you buying my hogs outta charity I’ll be glad to hold onto them. I
ain’t never took no charity from y’all and ain’t never needed none neither.”
“No ma’am. I’d never try to act like you a charity case. You a good woman, Sue. You
raise good, tame hogs and I been wanting a few more good ‘uns. Besides, you
always been good to me in negotiations and I knowed I got the better of ya more ’n
a time or two.”
“Alright then. You be up tomorrow to get the hogs?”
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol25/iss1/1
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“Actually, I got my boys coming up here for supper this evening. Mind if I come get
‘em when they get here? Brenda’ll hold dinner while we hog wrangle.”
“You show up with that money and you can take what’s yours whenever you
wants it.”
Sue was bone tired by the time she made it in from the evening chores. She
showered and ate a cold pulled pork sandwich standing over the kitchen counter.
In bed that night, with the dogs curled up at her feet and that ragged old cat
purring on her pillow, Sue thanked God for good neighbors and good hogs. She
could borrow Trisha’s car and go down to pay the bills tomorrow. But tonight,
she’d sleep the sleep of the well fed bone weary.
The next morning was unseasonably cold for September and she went to check on
the sucklings first. Leaned against the eastern sow stall, in the pig pen, was Darren.
Serves him right, she thought, passed out like a hog in the hog pen. How the hell
am I gonna get the vomit and pig shit outta that white shirt. He didn’t stir when
she spoke to him though. He didn’t open his eyes when she shook him. She
checked his pulse. He was warm, but dead. She didn’t know how long. Not long
from the look and feel of him. She pulled his wallet out of his front pant pocket and
found the government check neatly folded there. He’d already signed the back.
The lady at the gas station would cash it. She put it in the pocket of her jacket and
walked to the barn. The dogs and cat followed along behind, and then followed her
back.
Sue bent over her dead husband with her big buck knife. She looked into the face
she’d known since she was five and saw the traces of the boy she left home to
marry. He was bald and had a beer belly now, but he was almost handsome
without the animation of drunk meanness. She slit his throat and wrists. She cut
through his jeans too, leaving gashes in the pale legs underneath. He bled like
recently dead things do. Slowly. The hogs at her back squealed and gathered at
her back. She opened the sow stalls of the mamas with the oldest sucklings and
listened to the contented sounds they made while they ate.
“Waste not, want not, ladies,” Sue patted her favorite on the rump and turned
back toward the house, feeling she deserved a nip of whiskey.
Trisha Yarrow was standing ten feet behind her.
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“It’s eight o’clock. I ran into Brenda Stuart down at the corner store last night. She
said you might be in need of a ride. I came to see if you wanted a lift. Maybe run
down and see that brother of yours at the hospital?”
Sue stared at her.
“You do it, or find him thattaway? Naw. I don’t want to know.”
Sue looked back at the pigs.
Trisha crossed to the pen and spit on Darren’s dead face over the railing, “Serves
you right, motherfucker.”
Trisha put her arm around Sue and squeezed.
“I found him thattaway. Vomit on his shirt. Jar what smells like moonshine back up
towards the barn. Not a mark on him till I cut him up. I figure he tried to walk home
last night, got hisself feeling sick and just climbed in the pig pen figuring on me
finding him in the morning. Well I sure did find him, didn’t I?”
“You sure did,” Trisha giggled.
Sue laughed a big belly laugh. The laughter felt light in her mouth. Trisha giggled
again, joining her giggle to the sounds of Sue and the hogs. Then they stood in the
morning cold until the sows finished with Darren. It took an hour. The hogs left
only his shoes and teeth. Those could be gathered tomorrow. The women talked
about how nobody would know he was missing for nearly a full month, when the
next check came. No one would care after they knew. Drunks disappeared in the
hills sometimes. The law never cared much about it either.
“Let’s get you cleaned up and take you to see that brother of yours. We’ll get some
breakfast in town, yeah?” Trisha asked.
Sue nodded.

JESSICA B. WEISENFELS lives in rural Arkansas, where she accumulates chronic
diseases and steals language from her children. Her poetry can be found in Fence,
E-ratio, Yalobusha Review, and a few other places. She has short fiction
forthcoming from Fiction Southeast.
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Thea Prieto
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have yelled at me it'

back hate angiy yelling

he's hurt and he's going

fault

1

ha e beino afraid for

to oet angty and we've

angry I'm not doing thi

money and picking up

got no money and all we

work I don't care I'm

rotten wood flesl

have to do is bum this

not doing thi

it's all

buos,

Peter's

anyway

di:agging pulp to the

make Dad and Mom

becaus he didn't finish

bumpit, one piece at a

happy

burning

woodpile

time Do you see how

whipping a stick in the

with Dad yesterday after

angry I am, one little

au instead of helping,

school he said I was

piece of wood at a time

Lamie,

supposed to help but

and small shuffling teps

piece of wood at a time

that's a lie a lie lying

See how b, d tllis is I

to the burnpit, we are

whipping stick I'm not

bate it and no one can

going to be here all day,

going to help just watch

say

me going to whip this

about

stick in the air and you

helpino

Peter's

fault

the

Da

rusted

nails,

wood to be

and

you

one, to

Jenny

dragging

1s

one

to

me

all damn day fighting

I'm

not

and 1naking Dad angrier

Dad

unless you a.et your shit

just lly and tell me to

just told us to wmk

together and start being

work after Dad said to

quietly no one can tell

a part of this family an

be quiet whippi ng this

me to work harder at all

helping Mom and Dad
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stick up and around and

can't say anythino to me

you can't do anything

not

about it when Dad· s

listening and you do all

you babies understan

li ening what you get

the gros work on your

that? W

for thinkin o you can

own the way you were

Dad, we could be done

boss me

and

supposed to yesterday

by now, we could be

make me do things I

tmtil you said I was

done by now, could be

don' t want to do

supposed to help

done by now

around

2

while

Dad

is

and you are only making
this work hal'der, don't

op

n d to l1elp

throwing

that

stick a:rnund"
Just because Dad s on
the phone doesn't mean
you get to talk to us
kicking k:ickino kicking
the woodpile
· I don't want to do this I

"Vie

don't want to do this I

done by now if you two

don't want to do tbis-"

were helping-" J

couldn've

been

2. The phone in the woodshop rings.
''Hello. Oh Rick, I was just about to call you, the table is looking great. .. "
. A loud hush, a burst of air furough gritte teeth Tr mbling hand make a q rick, neckslicing motion. Cw it out.
"I bear you, Rick You see, I'm still getting over my back stu·gery
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angiy

fire ugly ucrly fire, Don't

now Dad is angry at 1.n

angiy

look can't stand it, can't

I've only ever tried to

Dad's angty at me

stand it

help, anly t1.ied

Peter's fault

"I bate you, I hate you

whipping

both"

whipping stick

"Just finish the work so

want to be done

we can be done" 4

want

'Tm gomg inside, do

want

the work ou your o\vn, I
hate you"

''That's not fair, that's
not fair!''
not fair
whipping
not air
hmt
htrrt
screaming
red screaming
screami ng the stick

4. Plugging phoneles ear, quiet qui t..... how about I send you the invoice today so on Friday we can settle on the spot ...
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d

stick

it hit my ac
my face, is there blood
nmyfac?
red stinging
''I was trying to tlrrow

'l

told you to stop

thr wing that

tick, I

told you!''

screammg
"Laurie, Jenny, both of

the stick in the fire!" s

you uet back to work-'
" auri , I didn' t mean
"Be quiet, be quiet I"

to-"

scared

Dad

Dad

scared

movinu fast

movino fast

scaied

rumring

Laurie running

scared hurts 6

Jenny

Jenny

sea.Jed hurts

spanked

spanked
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scared htuts

rumnng

her feet off the ground

scared hurts

looking back

my feet off the ground

scared

Peter

wasn· t my fault 7

scared

Dad

hurts s

scared

Peter

eaI hrut 9

scared

scared

eaI hurt

scared

scared

eaI hurt

scared

scared

ear

scared

scared

ear hlllt

scared

scared

ear lnut

lm1t

8. Spasm.
9. Back spasm., the wet woodpile tmderfoot-Peter's too heavy to lift, too heavy to spank,
in the woodpile Spasm, dropped him into a nail in the wocxlpile, Peter's ear ripped
by a nail, slippery tennit wood cnnnbling pasm children and back urgeiy and work
and ceilings and bills and children, Peter, so heavy-cany him. inside, call Carol, can't
bleed into his ear canal, hold his ear sideways, hold the gauze gauze and ice hold ice, the
hospital Get in the cai Jenny Lamie in the car, going into town, going to lhe hospital,
doctors fix backs and eru-s I can't fix it I can't fix ears ru1d backs and ceilings and bills,
bills 1 can't pay can't pay for my family, rotting ceilings and fire , bumi ng the unpayed
bills, there's nothing left nothing but bills to bmn and children awake and crying and
fighting and it hurts, it hmts rm sony l m sony scared scru:ed scared scared
Quietly scru·ed F01ward
quietly
"Hold the oauze. Everyone, in the car. Peter, I'm so- I'm so so-··
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THEA PRIETO was a finalist for Glimmer Train‘s Short Story Award for New
Writers, and her words can be found at Propeller Magazine, The Grief Diaries, The
Masters Review, and NAILED Magazine, as well as in other journals. She is also the
co-editor of The Gravity of the Thing. To learn more, please visit theaprieto.com.
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THE ENORMOUS RADIO
Leah Sophia Dworkin
Translation of “The Enormous Radio”
By John Cheever
I’m interacting with a memory of a RADIO that was never mine. The RADIO is only
real in the sense that an author spelled out the word RADIO1, and placed the thing
that was the word inside the living room of a particular married couple. They
really cared a lot about listening to Schubert and the narrator suggests that they
seem to think they had a beautiful life together. In the story, the living room is
inside an apartment. The wife spent most of her time reupholstering when she
wasn’t wearing, shopping, or thinking about mink. Objects and adjectives are
placed inside that room, in order to give the reader a sense of their character
traits and to establish space. I’m talking about inner space. What’s outside is what
comes in through the transmission of the RADIO. In the diorama that is their living
room the author inserts sound. The sound emanates from the RADIO: violins,
pianos, Schubert, concertos, etc. I imagine the husband and wife revolved around
the RADIO in the way that they did for a number of reasons, some of which are
listed below.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Schubert is enjoyable.
Silence is difficult for people.
The maid was taking care of the children so they had no one else to listen to.
If the maid had overslept the wife could place her daughter between her
knees and braid her hair mid-opus.
5. They thought that if their children were continuously exposed to classical
music it would improve their mathematical abilities, later allowing them full
scholarships to Ivy League institutions. This would reflect highly on the
strength of their combined gene pools and their parental abilities as
evidenced by their successes in co-creating motivated, prestigious offspring.
The children could then become doctors, who would prioritize and take
personal responsibility for the lives of their parents, lessening the likelihood
that a disease would go unnoticed or untreated, therefore postponing their
inevitable deaths. This would also save them money on tuition and later
medical billings, thus allowing the wife to buy more mink.
6. It made them feel like they were sophisticated.
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7. They were sophisticated.
8. The wife had a fetish for dead composers and couldn’t get off without one in
the room.
9. The husband felt in control when he adjusted the dials and witnessed the
sound immediately responding to his touch.
10. The RADIO was there.
None of this is on the page but it is in the page. Personal revelation can be
compromised by the interference of involved musical patterns that are being
emitted through a speaker. This is true when the speaker is another person or
when it is a speaker that is connected to a RADIO. No one can be alone or wholly
with another person when Schubert is in the room. It’s like you are trying to fuck
and feel close to your partner and establish some form of intimacy that feels real
and then there he is, Schubert, wedged in between your skins, his solemn grey
head tied on with an outdated black necktie. Schubert never opened his mouth to
smile in portraits, so I doubt his ghost would open it up to suck on a nipple, but
even dead men have been known to surprise me. There is no fucking in this story. I
mean, there is, but in the text the author withholds the sex from the page. There
are the aforementioned children so the reader knows that the couple has
definitely done it before, and we are told they are a couple, still married even, so it
is highly likely they’ll do it again, although possible they won’t if they’ve grown
tired of themselves or of one another. We never see inside the bedroom but given
the given nature of their relationship I wouldn’t be surprised if they tend to do it
on or next to the RADIO.
The RADIO is about to die. The cadence of the violin is building up just as the song
is cut by a surprise static, and the sound blanks out for two bars, that sonata goes
black, is replaced by the electronic CsZ-Zssshsh/h-zsz that stuns both the
husband and wife into a standstill, like two blind moles waiting be smashed by the
brights of an oncoming Buick. They can’t see the car but they are paused in awe,
slave to the bright heat, paralyzed by the prolonged flash that bulbs behind the
skins of their eyelids, before the violin re-enters the room just moments ahead of
where it was last heard, unaware of the pause, the white urgency of the headlights
diminish back into the subtle curves of the road, the return of sound suctions the
heat out from behind their sockets…and now they’re back in the room and paying
real attention. Their ears engage with the waves of the frequencies as the RADIO
volume unexpectedly wavers up and down. It finally settles. If one listens closely,
as the wife and husband are, one can almost hear the sound of dead fingers gently
tapping the strings against the fingerboard through the gentle veiled buzz of the
old speaker. Now, the fugue comes back, confident hands curve around that
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol25/iss1/1
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hollow rosewood belly, tickle the notes along the spine that links the C-shape of
blasé sadness to the
tailbone of bottomless sorrow. The efflorescent voice of the violin underpinned
only by the solidarity of the pianos arpeggios, those understated minor chords that
make the ground, mark space to make air so the sheep-gut strings have place to fly.
The violins insistence slides towards peak before it eases back into a composed
collapse, tension relaxes, together the couple recognizes this movement as
recapitulation, and the soft strings whine, woody, against the bridge, the notes
testing the water before they- what?- the violin slopes and goes under, slowly toys
with the idea of drowning, before it reemerges from the water on a new clean
note. The couple has been tricked by way of false recapitulation, which works
every time and so they are smiling at one another, thinking how silly of them to fall
for old Shubert yet again. They are submissive now, they are his, belong to the
song, and so it gets stronger and the pianissimo goes forte, the movement gets
harder, the movement is persisting in forte, the sound getting pushed out with
more abandon, a less controlled grip on control, the strings are getting pulled by
the bow with real force as the keys are struck by more muscle before the RADIO
cuts out and a CSszh/zssh-ZsHhh replaces the money note. The husband mole and
the wife mole gape, bound to the light of the silence, until sound inserts itself back
into the room for the slow and final run of the skimming bow, there was a twist,
Schubert that trickster did it once again, the sonata still isn’t ready to absolve. A
stubborn note whines on like a suspended cry. Their muscles tense in anticipation
of the finale as the cry inserts itself across the breadth of the living room when the
sound goes black. Like a wire pressed through a soft piece of cheese, the silence
cuts from ear to ear. Their faces still look the same, but Schubert is missing from
the room. He’s just gone! AWOL. The husband looks at the wife like what are we
going to do now. The wife looks into the husband as if to say exactly what his face
is saying to hers. They break contact. The husband hits the RADIO a lot of times
and determines the RADIO is now dead because this is how husbands verify death
when they do not see themselves as competent repairmen.
In the end, the husband buys his wife a new RADIO because he’s an old fashioned
guy in fiction who thinks his wife’s happiness depends on listening to Schubert on
the RADIO. The story is not about this RADIO, though. It is about the one that
replaces it.
1. The word Radio can also be replaced with the word MOON, NEIGHBOR, or CROW
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DARKCUTTER
Kina Viola

I call myself a frigid bitch. I call myself bottled-up. I can survive for 200 years
without an expose �because I tell myself I’ve reclaimed sex for the gentle. I am not
gentle algae sweeping the bottom of a body of water, a body who loves her
softness, I am not gentle branches trimmed with a bandsaw, I do not go gently
through the rocks. In the canyon there are two rocks leaning against each other in
their sorrow, and I claim their tightness as mine so when I force myself through
the tunnel I break to pieces too. Why are we broken even before we are bought.
The flesh of a steer in distress has a distinct dark color, have you tried it? The
delicacy of a body in fear. The tenseness of anticipation, of seeing the blade or the
gun before it appears because that weapon has been there before. It takes many
forms. It is flesh buckling without consent and it makes you bleed dark water, it
makes you taste foul.

KINA VIOLA is a poet and book designer living in Ithaca, NY. Her work has
appeared in “Best of the Net,” Witch Craft Magazine , Jellyfish , The Fanzine , and
GlitterMOB , among others. She is a chapbook editor at Big Lucks Books, and coruns handmade chapbook micro-press Garden-Door Press.
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FOUR POEMS
Joshua Young

FLASHBACK III
the wreckage scattered across both lanes / & what are your
serious concerns / psychedelic regret / snow salt from the pages
of the new testament / the rest of you can lug around shotguns /
the fact is not really a fact / the pilot coat / that way you say / i
just got the fat cut / dude / the screen goes blue / & someone
ahead of us keeps screaming / i saw you i saw you in target
buying that fancy shit for those filthy fucking baby those filthy
diapers, did you smell this / the car clears / we all forget how to
utter truth for a moment
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#
i am silent with guilt so
the gums of the
neighborhood
went
black who painted over
whales & we cannot
molt not now not when
the
hip-pattern
&
femoral tract tilt like
sharks
these
have
skeletons of cartilage—
i’m trying to say i’m
sorry mouths vowels do
not use pitch you have
terrible handwriting we
want
mantles
the
crescent-base of that
sandpiper trail—is this
the best place to say i’m
sorry horizons of corn &
billboards about jesus
even the trees yawn—
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#
who claims what the
water takes what of this
is tied to the bible?
there is rust a layer of it
there
are
children
dipping their hands into
the lake when they yank
up their hands they are
flaked with rust i am
waiting for water & you
have made the spare
bed—dogs howl out
behind highway motels
in the corn & the local
kids go looking for the
water they do not
return we pretend they
found a new life but we
worry that they’ve been
buried what affects
your
language?
something dark sap &
fatty like pitch slithers
into the well fills our tub
speak we will put the
words together
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#
we should probably
discuss
this
affair
untangles
in
the
seclusion there are so
many animals you won’t
say my name again just
yesterday you asked me
where the beans were
the crockpot thank god
the electricity’s going
you said today you dig
out a bible you read
about the flood this
sounds familiar you say
you are speaking again
but it’s not really to me
when i ask if you’ve read
it before
you don’t respond this is
not like genesis this is
different this isn’t about
preservation so much as
getting what we asked
for what happens when
the water covers the
fields when it reaches
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol25/iss1/1
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our
house
what
happens
when
the
water level is too high
to drive the truck
through what happens
when my name means
only the past what
happens when you

can’t even look at me
anymore i say that
hasn’t happen has it? i
ask all these things as
you read i like the way
you look out the
window instead of
answering
there’s
something hopeful in
that or maybe you see a
bird it’s safe to assume
you’d know where to
hide the best weapons
for this conversation
the horizon flares up &
ok there is something
worth saying let it eat a
hole in our stairwell

JOSHUA YOUNG is the author of six collections, most recently Psalms for the
Wreckage (Plays Inverse Press, 2017) and w/ Alexis Pope, I Am Heavy w/ Feeling:
A Correspondence (Fog Machine, 2017). His work has appeared in Gulf Coast,
Court Green, Fugue, Puerto del Sol, cream city review, Salt Hill, and others. His
feature film, Do You See Colors When You Close Your Eyes? was Official Selection
at the Seattle International Film Festival, Athens International Film Festival, and
the Montreal International Black Film Festival. He works at the University of
Chicago and lives in the Albany Park neighborhood with two humans.
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FOUR POEMS
Katie Hibner

THERE IS A SINGLE MOMS’ COLONY
on a roughaged planet
in a new england barn
they coat
self-expression
optic
proceed to spade
orgone
from the dendritic floor
orbit
a beam
rugose
with thanksgiving
while sighing out
collective shibboleth
a man in heat
harvests
the paper plates
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STRAW MAN
The think tank paid for Scarecrow’s commute. They hired him last January; it was
in his contract. By the time the car rolled up to his field each morning, he was
already halfway through a Chick-fil-A Chicken Biscuit. The crows were absent. He
analyzed voters in the Breadbasket. His desk clock was heart-shaped. He hung a
medal in his cubicle. Phil poked fun at his postcard from Dorothy. It was
coquettish, and it had a lipstick stain. Scarecrow never got promoted. Phil and
Angie did. Scarecrow kept at his work. Scarecrow kept delaying his ride home.
Scarecrow kept awake. They swept up his remains last December. His straw
insides were flooded with espresso.

CODE BLUE
I study at The Marine Institute
I ink every yaw’s path onto my cot
I skin philanthropy for the hunk of good gut
I cuddle a pillow shaped like Euripides
I rework the hairs of the faculty
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I treasure them as sage hyphae
I improvise a roast
I rub it with artistic license
I check the colloquial mail socket every day
You better write me back tomorrow as Paul Bunyan
I’m the ox
I warn you it’ll be code blue when
You ax open
this cetacean lung

EARTH, KEPLER 452b
when a new planet swims into our ken
with threats of superior lifeforms:

self-quarantine in a freckled duplex
veiling bleach over our pingback psalter

cardinal-feather shunt swarming with topophiliacs
and prayed-to histamines

initialing the belly of the cow-monger
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sponges of breadcrumbs
attempts to fork out a quilted layer
to dog this quadrant

recommissioned reflex mallets

integers scalped
by a braid of musk

but still,
language

hiring pseudo-cabinets to negotiate

with crust-

and bats

a hopscotch game pearls
unnoticed
on the tease
of an ironic eyebrow

KATIE HIBNER is a confetti canon from Cincinnati, Ohio. Her poetry has appeared
in Bone Bouquet, inter|rupture, Timber, TINGE, Up the Staircase Quarterly, and
Vinyl. Katie has read for Bennington Review, Salamander, and Sixth Finch. She
dedicates all of her writing to the memory of her mother and best friend, Laurie.
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THREE POEMS
Patrick Kindig

PRAYER OF COMMENDATION
oh my god, take
this body. this body,
oh my god,
take it, oh my
god oh my god.
take this body, oh
my god, take it,
take this body. oh
my god, take
this body, this body
oh my god take it.
take this body, oh
my god, oh my god
take it take it. oh
my god take this
body, take it take
this body oh, oh
my god take this
body oh my god, oh
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my god, take it, take
this body, oh my
god oh my god, oh—

BOYS’ TIME
a brightening
& the smell of green leather
then tile
a urinal
then tile
& the smell of green leather
that cathode hum

the dark

the hand a secret

a brightening
& the smell of green leather
a urinal
then tile
a wide wet field
& sweat
the dark
the hand a secret

the hand a secret

the hand a secret

a brightening
then tile
a urinal
& the smell of green leather
the hand a secret
then popcorn & passionfruit shampoo
that cathode hum
the dark

an eggshell feeling

a brightening
the hand a secret
that cathode hum
& books
a wide wet field
& sweat
that cathode hum
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he blonde & warm

an eggshell feeling

the dark

a brightening
incense & aquamarine
a urinal
a wide wet field
& sweat
that cathode hum
& passionfruit shampoo
the hand a secret

an eggshell feeling

a brightening
& the smell of green leather
then tile
a urinal
a wide wet field
& sweat
he blonde & warm
the hand a secret
the hand a secret

the dark

the hand a secret

a brightening
& passionfruit shampoo
he blonde & warm
a urinal
the hand a secret
then tile
an eggshell feeling
an eggshell feeling

an eggshell feeling

the dark
he blonde & warm
the hand a secret
a brightening
an eggshell feeling
& the smell of green leather
no passionfruit shampoo
a urinal

a urinal

& the smell of green leather

the dark

a brightening
& the smell of green leather
then tile
a wide wet field
& sweat
he blonde & warm
an eggshell feeling
a urinal
the hand a secret
the hand a secret
he blonde & warm
an eggshell feeling
an eggshell feeling

the dark
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CENTO
this boy [
&] the mirror
[
] this boy [
] yes [
repeating [
] this boy
& his] image [
& his] image
] still
repeating [
]
a] gesture
] in the dark
&] this boy
] still
an] image
] yes [
the boy [
] in the dark
] yes [
the boy [
[
still] repeating
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PATRICK KINDIG is a dual MFA/PhD candidate at Indiana University. He is the
author of the micro-chapbook Dry Spell (Porkbelly Press 2016), and his poems
have recently appeared or are forthcoming in CutBank, Meridian, Bombay Gin,
Hobart, and other journals.
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MARINE BLUE FEATHERS
Kim Hyesoon & Don Mee Choi

Day Forty-One

1

Twenty-eight yogis will come out from your brain and greet you.
They’ll be carrying various tools, and their heads will be the heads of various
animals.
–The Tibetan Book of the Dead

This world is my death, so I lie down with my left and right wrists on top of one
another
I float with the back of my head facing the sky
My spine becomes as skinny as a pen
I cover my thin, prostrated pen-like body with a blanket
You watch your shadow plunge down in the shape of a hen toward the surface of
the paper
Why is your soul human when your spine is a pen and your shadow is a hen?
Is it true that poets see a piece of filthy paper at the time of their death?

2
A blue hen big enough to reach the sky cackles
but when I came home there was a crinkled blue-colored paper under my pillow
A tiger roared and attacked as if it could swallow the entire continent
but a moth with striped wings that had lost its mommy was crying outside my
room
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I flew beyond the sound barrier and struck the sky like a tornado
but a beetle was circling in front of my door

3
but the lid of your coffin is a mercury mirror
but the grave is so shallow that you can’t stand or even sit up in it
but you can see your breath in there
but your lovely breasts are pressed down by the ceiling

4
The ghost inside your skull is spilling water like a kettle
Your temporal lobe become active and your eyelashes flutter
like the eyelashes of the blue hen
A voice scorches your hair like electricity
A voice beats your thoughts like a club
That strange voice is not human
That thing perches on your ears and cackles
That thing flies around inside your skin
That thing is neither solid, liquid, or gas
That thing is barbaric, you can’t open or close it
(Are you saying that you’re still a fetus growing your liver with the sounds inside
your mommy?)

5
The flying blue hen lays an egg inside its body
The blue hen clucks, I can’t endure I can’t endure
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The crown of the blue hen is tall and its beak is long so its head gets buried in its
chest
The blue hen clucks, I can’t endure I can’t endure
It looks as if the blue hen is enduring the time it takes for fish from the sea to
evolve
The feet disappear in the last phase of the evolution
You don’t have to walk at all
You don’t have to sleep or eat
The blue hen clucks inside a huge hole in the back of your head
The blue sky opens under your left eyelid
But the blue hen’s tiny feet are buried inside each page
Whenever you turn the page its huge wings flutterflutter!
So is this place the footless corpse of the blue sky?
So is this place the blue, eternal stillness of your inhalation?
The hen is as blue and vast as the blue sky!
I can’t endure. I can’t endure!

KIM HYESOON is one of the most prominent contemporary poets of South Korea.
She lives in Seoul and teaches creative writing at the Seoul Institute of the Arts.
Kim’s poetry in translation includes: Mommy Must Be a Fountain of Feathers
(Action Books, 2008), All the Garbage of The World, Unite! (Action Books, 2011),
Sorrowtoothpaste Mirrorcream (Action Books, 2014), I’m OK, I’m Pig! (Bloodaxe
Books, 2014), and Poor Love Machine (Action Books, 2016).
DON MEE CHOI is the author of Hardly War (Wave Books, 2016) and The
Morning News is Exciting (Action Books, 2010). She has received a Whiting Award,
Lannan Literary Fellowship, and Lucien Stryk Translation Prize.
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MISS HAVISHAM’S MOLD
Caroline Dehart

gardening w/ Ophelia
“Peony for your impure thoughts?”
– Act IV, Scene V

Sat 1/24/2015 11:35 A.M.
Inbox
To: Caroline Dehart
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….We are in each other’s lives for a reason, and it’s to better each other, as
individuals, but, more importantly, as one – communed and happy.

Lord make me a voodoo doll – an instrument for His pain. Where I’m pricked, let
him bleed; let someday be today; have Him ache as I do.

(forehead, below the chest, left shoulder, right shoulder)
In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen.

@ Take Back the Night

“I mean, when do I ever say no? I could barely take myself seriously, why should he
have?”

:'(
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love is in the liminal
When you meet a beautiful twenty-nine year old,

…!

CAROLINE DEHART is currently residing in Winter Park, Florida. This is her first
publication.
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THE DEATHLESS PAINTINGS OF SUSIE
NORTON
Jennifer MacBain-Stephens

Where’s that fella nice?
He wasted in close
He brushed a fly
He kissed cousins
He gleamed and junked
He crazy?
He swings on eyes
He buzzes dope
He puts the box back
He rip-assed the road
He mention a new boy new men?
He spilled bright
He eased like
a rocker in the window
Want to come?
He nods and spits yellow
He hitches his belt
He takes a turn
He accepts Jesus
That old laundry mat Square?
He ferrets
He warns
He sets fire
He ironed her daughter
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He keeps the guts in her belly?
He broke out his pen
He escaped into wood
He named children at right angles
Are you sure
he makes             it             sound    exciting
               he’s all right
               Susie?
This is a found poem. Text from King, Stephen. Salem’s Lot. New York: Random
House, 1975. Print. pages 35-45.

JENNIFER MACBAIN-STEPHENS is the author of three full length poetry
collections: Your Best Asset is a White Lace Dress, (Yellow Chair Press, 2016) The
Messenger is Already Dead, (Stalking Horse Press, March 2017,) and We’re Going
to Need a Higher Fence, tied for first place in the 2017 Lit Fest Book Competition.
Her work has been nominated for Best of the Net and the Pushcart Prize. Her
chapbook “She Came Out From Under the Bed, (Poems Inspired by the Films of
Guillermo del Toro)” recently came out from Dancing Girl Press. Recent work can
be seen at or is forthcoming from Prelude, Kestrel, decomp, and Inter/rupture.
Visit: http://jennifermacbainstephens.wordpress.com/.
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TWO POEMS
Xandria Phillips

ANARCHA AND I NEGOTIATE TRAUMA
Anarcha passed me hers by her teeth and I nearly choked in the making of space
for her mammoth seed alongside mine. I trusted her with a mouth too full to
speak. I trusted her to slide something flora inside of me. The first time I felt
another person’s desire it was pressed on my leg and this leg was pinned to the
couch. In so wanting to tell this, I pitted my mouth twice. There was meat initially
on the peaches that we halved off and fed to each other making sure to miss the
mouth enough for the lips and neighboring skin to get sweet and slick. Anarcha
had oil-slick arguments with me, and I felt shudder when they were over. I never
wanted to nutcracker someone’s head with my thighs so badly. She told me the
children knocked the latch off her bladder when they came into this world. She
told me her body was yet living, and still a body donated to science, but she
wanted to be taken with and by me. Around the pits, I said, I am a poet and a queer
and I cannot real-estate a bit more of my tongue to doctors or men. And with this
heavy mouth, I spouted these words in whale song. Inaudible. Why don’t you spit
those out, she said, so I can hear the yes that’s under all that seed?
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EDMONIA LEWIS AND I ON ACADEMIC LEAVE
We rush to a movie theater first, where the quiet is kept by dozens of heavy,
resting tongues. From the back row Edmonia studies the way film glow illuminates
every movie-goer silhouette. I’m used to her obsession with anatomy’s
infrastructure. We return to our shared apartment, but only after she’s gorged her
pupils on the cheekbones of a sleeping woman. The night we met, Edmonia viced
my jaw in her god hand. I was more frightened by what she could learn from the
strain in my hinges than the dull pain she pressed into my mouth. That same night
she told me that it’s impossible to bring a lover to the small death she deserves. An
orgasm is excavated, not given, she told me. I would never argue about pleasure. I
would never argue with her hand on my throat. I still feel fully enrolled when she
swings my limbs from chill to pose. She’s sculpting a hard woman in my image.
Rome, she says, that’s where we need to go. It’s one of those modeling sessions
where I forget I’m naked, almost forget my body all together. I break her rule and
sway out of the way she’s fixed me. I float across the room. The places where
Edmonia’s bones were fractured still hold those violent reverberations. When it
rains I massage the static hum out of each point of impact. She’s too busy building
me, perched among the pillars of Italy to see I’ve gotten up. I put my hand on the
dip in Edmonia’s back so she knows at this moment, she is cleaving the wrong
woman.

XANDRIA PHILLIPS is the author of Reasons For Smoking, which won the 2016
Seattle Review chapbook contest judged by Claudia Rankine. She hails from rural
Ohio where she was raised on corn, and inherited her grandmother’s fear of open
water. Xandria received her BA from Oberlin College, and her MFA from Virginia
Tech. Xandria is a poetry editor at Winter Tangerine, and the curator of Love
Letters to Spooks, a literary space for Black people. She has received fellowships
from Cave Canem and Callaloo. Xandria’s poetry is present or forthcoming in
Beloit Poetry Journal, West Branch, Nashville Review, Nepantla, Gigantic Sequins,
Ninth Letter Online, The Journal, The Offing, and elsewhere.
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TWO POEMS
Evan Gray

UNTITLED, AARON WILCOX (GLAZED PORCELIN, ZIP TIES)
I read somewhere
that the brain
de-compartmentalizes
when you
sleep or jerk off or
the mounds of
cells strapped
to each other
might somewhere
break lose to remain
suspended both
archaic or
repurposed
when I lay
I remember cancer
is painless
from the start
to eat
both ends
of a carrot
at the same
time to look
into a glass
bottle or how
much money
have I spent
on the various
things that will
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fulfill me beer
to watch football with
my AT&T bill
& what might
the tendon in my
left knee do if
not so tight
possibly remain
in one of the line
or arch tracing
higher than St. Louis
or Albert Pujols
batting nearly perfect
my house’s
chimney must
be cleaned & it’s
all gummed up
or how can I not
stare at her
nipples hard
through my shirt
or compare her
nipples to the porn
star riding the fuckmachine
or what about
the time you said
you’d fuck
the 2nd basemen
sitting in the stands
you’re right
it doesn’t bother
me like it
should & if
I think of you
tying his hands
above the bed
while you go
down on him hey
batter, batter don’t
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the recycling
needs to go but
we don’t recycle
the purpose of matter
is to stick the slouching
old man
in the stands
winks while
you pass me
sunflower seeds
or how do I say
thank you
without letting
you know I
appreciate
what you do
& remain
the stability
hung from
the upper deck
never let loose

from THICKETS SWAMPED IN FENCE-COATED BRIARS
the half-broken
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pines,
just what I
can attach.
nature to
have, to go.
my knees
crack, light
between,
hardly anything
but birds.

cracks, grainy
leaves
above crunch
the tarp. just
when
an across fell,
the heron came back
to sit. ashamed
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of the first limb
lost to survey
for baitfish. her eyes
met grey clouds,
a kind
of new
form
that soon left.

after
Matthew
Volmer
and
then
I laid
myself
to
rest
with
words
of
below
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this
ground
lies a
man
with
only
one
true
home
that
he
could
remember,
a
screen
door
of
which
he
has
ran
into
nearly
a
dozen
times,
chasing
nothing
of
which
he
can
recall
still
he
remembers
the
ones
who
have
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said
poor
people
abuse
the
system
like
his
uncle
his
night
at
the
gambling
barge
set
up by
the
used
car
lot, it
takes
its
toll
on
his
body
his
hepatitis
his
spots
on
his
liver
as
dark
and
pooled
as
swamped
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rainwater
in
the
gully
of
highway
88 in
April
just
passed
the
junkyard
where
cars
are
buried
in
the
creek
and
you
can
see
their
headlights
the
75
Pontiac
the
Ford
Geo
looking
out
at
you
tracing
you
on
the
way
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home
from
baseball
practice
just
past
Devil’s
Stairs
a
rock
formation
that
was
laid
up by
the
state
on
accident
when
they
started
to
pave
that
mountain
and
ran
out
of
money
EVAN GRAY was born and raised in the Appalachian Mountains of North
Carolina. He has earned an MFA in poetry from the University of North Carolina,
Wilmington, and his work has appeared or is forthcoming with Inter rupture,
Otoliths, Word /For Word, ‘Pider, and others. His chapbook, BLINDSPOT (THE
REST (Garden-Door Press, 2017) will be available this fall.
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TWO POEMS
Justin Phillip Reed

THE DAY _____________ DIED
i disavowed “died” but didn’t mutter “murdered” in the direction
of anyone who uttered it. i collapsed the umbrella of my
shoulders into circumflex over a keyboard and clicked away
morning. at lunch i was nowhere i could call you back from;
there, i munched granola and grew miraculously blacker. my
boss’s chin tilting collarward kinda meant to mean i matter, but i
thought fuck if i’m two cool fingertips to the temples / i’m not
fine but uncannily coarse as the mud-eyed jerk-bootied affect of
a james brown mugshot / no thanks for the talk no tongues today
counting downbeats we can syncopate tomorrow. anyway, the
day after would be as gray and guilty as a hardwood-bound
heartbeat’s corner-cobweb-throbbing echo. i requested a rain
check. in the car at five, i crawled outta my business and cranked
bass against three busted speakers. i remember there was a
road.
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GATEWAY

Delmar Boulevard, Saint Louis
winter rain whips you into
cane shape
at the sight, something in you
crawled up
a cop’s spine & frisked every
damn where
benches clap on first & fourth
down here
your whole shitty block of trash
built beige
alleyway cardboard cuts out
bodies
heavy with living death, lungs
packing
past a sack of centuries
pant-sag
your own blood hard up drops
black thud
traces yardbird song & thrum
been sad
as miles of revitalized
gravestone
your stuck flash-wide sprawl, liver
gored on
Published by eGrove,

your rouged-cotton infant coos
cribside
the watershed: alarms all
curtsied
with bass in the waists of your
daughters
no rhythm nor blues but
dumpsters
cute cubicles like kennels
boxed up
your glare-proof pickets protest
big lip
service to a tranquil republic
bleating guilt, panhandle &
pout-suck
off your tempered glass, your cured
blonde grass
sound’s nostalgia you curate
boneless
sinking teeth deep in safe codes
gating
your high-stakes crown, your
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goodness
glue-clung.
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POEMS ABOUT MOSS
Dennis James Sweeney

PELTIGERA BRITANNICA
November rations meat
December sees itself out
Cows prance across the field
And die in January under trees
I still have the good idea
In May, days fall like petals
The pasture surges up in a claw
The cows bark
The sky shingles

DICRANUM SCOPARIUM
I left a message that said, ignore this
Figure out what your children want
Buy insurance
Leave me alone if you can, but if you can’t
I’ll take a red one
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CLADONIA CIRSTATELLA
The party leaves in a red car
Squamule, sorediate, podetial
Attack of the bare, an unfurling

THUIDIUM RECOGNITUM
Is a delicate looking
Four-wheeled thing so dull
Boreal and musky
Rich, shaded, open men
Gather for the unleashing

DENNIS JAMES SWEENEY’s poems and prose have appeared in The Collagist,
Crazyhorse, Five Points, Indiana Review, and Passages North, among others. He is
the Small Press Editor of Entropy, the recipient of an MFA from Oregon State
University, and a recent Fulbright fellow in Malta. Originally from Cincinnati, he
lives in Colorado, where he is a PhD student in creative writing at the University
of Denver.
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ST. BRIGID OF IRELAND GIVES TO THE
POOR
Sara Biggs Chaney

I was taken from my mother & left to drink from the teat of a red-bellied cow.
I saw a woman called thief, cut in pieces and left for the crows.
Because I could not own myself, I learned to take–
I stole my father’s scabbard & threw it down before beggars
Then I stole my father’s butter & delivered it unto the armies of men
It was not in me to be good or to give of myself for profit of another.
I took the rich man’s pitcher of cream & spilled it on the beggar’s yellow lip.
I called that thief my sister.
What you call good was a way stop. My other name was plunder. I was whipped,
called profligate, and even after, I could not stop taking though sometimes,
when my sister was hungry, I gave.

SARA BIGGS CHANEY is a poet and writing teacher from White River Junction,
VT. Her work has recently appeared or is forthcoming in Blackbird, Hayden’s
Ferry Review, Whiskey Island, Hotel Amerika and elsewhere. You can catch up
with Sara at http://sarabiggschaney.com
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SATELLITE 18
Daniel Altenburg

So, this man, let’s call him Sergeant X, picks up a transmitter and breathes humid
truths into it.
This other man, let’s call him, says, ‘Be still and know that I am God.’ So you drop
the receiver and coat your face in paints and powders; wear something sexy and
appropriate.
A man, a man, and another man walk into a bar. None of them are God, but the
first’s tongue is rough like sex throughout a moon landing. The second’s mouth
and soul are forgettable, but the third. The third drops his tongue into your throat
like a fishing bobber.
You hear about the planet with life, so tell a man. But you start, “Have you heard
the one,” so he thinks you’re talking of God, buys you sweetened drinks and
breathes into your transmitter’s humble cage.
Have you heard the one that calls from space and isn’t God and you mistake the
sound overhead as a jet or Venus’ white buzz in morning light?
Have you heard how they talk of space with a rural tongue and thatched? Heard a
man talk to a woman?
But this man, Sergeant X, picks up a transmitter to contact your 13 year old self.
Except your father picks up to ruin you instead. Your father, let’s call him Frank,
brings complexes to your bed for you to kneel and pray on. You say, “Dear God, I
have no wishes; Frank says he loves me.” “Dear God, Sergeant X says he loves me.”
“A boy says he lives me and I believe him.” “Dear God,” you say, “I have no wishes.
Everyone the world will give me has already fingered the nape behind my ear.”
So, Sergeant X, God, and Frank walk into a bar and tell sexist jokes until patrons
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buy them drinks to quell their mouths. Frank sets up a radio transistor while locals
kick the shit out of Sergeant X. And God and his parlor tricks finds you choking on
a bobber and Heimlichs. The three play billiards with it through the night.
This guy walks into a bar, let’s say he’s me. Let’s say I live you, and step on
Sergeant X’s soft skull. Walk up to God and Frank, can’t tell the difference so
murder them both.
Let’s say I say, ‘Let’s stay.’ Let’s say we venerate for a bit. Let’s say I’m not good
with bliss, so I love you and leave you and transmit you to an awful world of teeth
and rockets. And you say, “Dear God,” but the awful world doesn’t breathe into
your transmitter; the awful world wraps your cord umbilical.

DANIEL ALTENBURG holds a BS in English from the University of Wisconsin-Eau
Claire (2009), as well as an MFA in poetry from the University of Arizona (2011).
He is currently pursuing his PhD in creative writing at the University of Louisiana
at Lafayette, where he teaches English and works as an assistant poetry editor for
Rougarou. Daniel is interested in space, life, and the vulgarities of colloquial and
gendered language. His work has most recently appeared in Spork Press, Caffeine
Dirge, The Offending Adam, and Deluge, and can be found at his website
www.lettersofwreck.com.
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